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GROTTE IS ZUDDAS:                    MONDAY                                08:30 -  13:00 

Traveling along the old Roman route and crossing the small town of Teulada, you arrive in the 
splendid Is Zuddas caves, where time has stopped. 

Stalactites, stalagmites and aragonites are just some of the attractions that mother nature 
offers us within these fascinating natural cavities. Upon returning along the wonderful 
panoramic road that leads from Teulada to Chia, already a crossroads for the ancient 
Carthaginian and Roman peoples, you will return to the hotel. 

€70.00 (TICKET + DRINK INCLUDED)

NORA AND PULA:                         TUESDAY                               08:30 -  13:00 

Excursion in the ancient ruins of the first city of Sardinia: Nora. The theatre, the thermal baths, 
the patrician villas, the market and the tower evoke a glorious and never forgotten past. 
Among the streets of this city you can rediscover the ancient urban planning, mercantile and 
artistic knowledge of the peoples of the ancient Mediterranean. 

We also visit the charming town of Pula, with its shops and its weekly market. 

€65.00 (TICKET + DRINK INCLUDED)

SARROCH NURAGHE:                   WEDNESDAY                          08:30 -  13:00 

This Nuraghe has always been a historic, symbolic place for archeology enthusiasts and 
others alike. It has always been considered one of the oldest nuraghe in Sardinia. We would 
go to the discovery of the "house of the ogre" and the origins of a unique people in the 
Mediterranean Sea, where the civilizations of Mycenae and Phoenix meet. 

Your guide will take you back in time in the blink of an eye. 

€50.00



CAGLIARI:                                          FRIDAY                               08:30 -  13:00 

The picturesque capital of Sardinia, located in the Golfo degli Angeli, is not only one of the 
oldest but also one of the most beautiful cities in the Mediterranean. From the Belvedere 
through Porta Cristina we enter the Castle admiring the tower of San Pancrazio, then visiting 
the beautiful Cathedral. Following the ancient romantic streets we arrive at the bastion of San 
Remy. There will also be some time for shopping. 

€50.00

TUERREDDA AND CHIA BEACHES: THURSDAY                            08:30 -  13:00 

Excursion to discover the two most beautiful beaches in southern Sardinia, two pearls of 
uncontaminated nature, which have crystal clear waters and very fine white sand. 

€35.00
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EXCLUSIVE EXCURSIONS 
CUSTOM MADE FOR YOU!

VISIT TO THE SHEPHERD:            SATURDAY                            08.30 -  13.00 

Visit to a local shepherd and his flock, to relive one of the most ancient traditions, savor 
nature in its most lively and luxuriant form. The experience ends with a delicious tasting of 
local cheeses, accompanied by carasau bread and a glass of wine. 

€70.00 (BRUNCH INCLUDED)


